and its complexity measures to decompose the program into its basic constructs. The identification of the constructs serves to identify a) the * Definitions of graph properties which are germane components of the program which must be tested, and b) the selection to program development and testing.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have shown a strong relationship be-PROGRAM GRAPHS tween computer program complexity, as measured by the structural properties of a program, and its error proper-A graph is an extremely useful tool for analyzing the ties, as measured by the number and types of errors and structural, complexity, and error properties of computer error detection and correction times. These results have programs [5, 6] . The following explains the been demonstrated on both a theoretical basis, using characteristics of graphs and how these can be used as analytic and simulation models [1] [2] [3] , and from an emmetrics for measuring program structure and complexity. pirical standpoint, based on the collection and analysis
The characteristics to be considered are: adjacency of complexity and error data from actual programming matrix and its powers, reachability matrix, tree, chord, projects [4] . circuit matrix, fundamental circuit matrix, cyclomatic One application of this research is the use of maxnumber, path, and number of paths. The above imum values of complexity during software development characteristics allow one to: described a program's strucin order to control the complexity of computer proture, decompose a program into simpler sub-structures, grams. When program complexity is restricted, undue determine whether there exists unreachable code, and difficulty with program debugging is avoided. This con-estimate the relative difficulty of writing and debugging cept has been applied informally at the Naval Air
programs. The following definitions are duetoChan7directed from vi to vj. and 0 otherwise [8] . The r-th
The following definitions are due to Chan [7] cuit matrix [7] , with respect to a tree T of a graph G of 4 Else, / for If Then, m for Main Line. Each of the constructs is an independent circuit. Edge m is artificial, and 3. Reachability Matrix. The reachability matrix Rhas been added to the graph for the purpose of obtain-
[rz1] has a value ri1 = 1 if a directed path exists between vi ing the Main Line construct as an independent circuit; it and Vj, and 0 otherwise [6] . The R matrix for G is shown is not part of the ALGOL procedure. Using Main Line in Fig. 4 . This matrix does not include the edge m, allows edges a and d, which do not appear in the other because this would result in R having all ones, a special three constructs, to be represented in the set of indepencase where each vertex can be reached from every other dent circuits. The independent circuits in matrix form vertex (strongly connected graph).
(B1) are shown in Fig. 3 . The extent of branching at a Fig. 4 there is ceed bounds, etc., are neglected. no unreachable code (Row 10 has zeros intentionally, as
The errors which are of interest with regard to comexplained previously ). plexity analysis are those which occurred after the first Also it is possible to identify and test the ways in error-free compile, when the debugging phase began. Erwhich a given node can be reached. For example Fig. 4 rors which are not related to structure-clerical and synindicates that V4 can be reached from v,, V2, V3. To test tax errors-were usually found during desk checking or for reaching V4 from v2, test data that has REQUEST (1) matrices and complexity measures from a definition of the program graph. Even the latter can be generated, if * There is little turnover of programming personnel the problem has been put in the form of a decision during projects. This restriction is imposed in order to table. Several automated tools exist for directed graph reduce, if not eliminate, programmer skill as a commanipulation.
parative factor in error commission and detection.
. These results will not necessarily be obtained for PROGRAM COMPLEXITY MEASURES OBTAINED two programs alone (program with higher complexity FROM DIRECTED GRAPHS has greater number of errors). The results are meaningful only in a statistical sense: over a large number of An experiment was conducted at the Naval programs, high complexity will lead to high error rates. Postgraduate School involving an analysis of software .Program complexity is only one of many factors errors and program structure and complexity. There which cause errors. Poor specifications are one of the were 173 errors reported on four ALGOL projects, rang-leading causes of errors. This factor was not included in ing in size from 70 to 1084 source statements and conthe experiment due to the programming emphasis of the sisting of 2007 statements in total. Manual errors are the projects, i.e., the projects did not require significant most frequent. These errors could result from lack of system analysis and design and the creation of a system motor skill or temporary manual dysfunction involving specification. The following is a systematic procedure for using the scale software production facility which has a continuing graph analysis methodology, requirement to write computer programs. Since the 1. A directed graph is drawn as the program is feasibility of the method is based on the use of written, or it is produced from a decision table represen-automated tools and the requirement to devote contation of the program. siderable manpower to its implementation and use, it 2. A computer program is used to identify the graph would be too costly for low volume software operations. tree corresponding to the 'fall thru' or true conditions in In high volume operations, however, the implementation the program. A set of fundamental circuits is generated costs would be rapidly amortized and the use of the from this tree by adding a chord at a time to the tree. methodology should result in better structured programs 3. A computer program is used to generate ring-sums with fewer errors and should also lead to a more rational from the fundamental circuits. Any resulting circuits testing process. The fact that one large Naval software which constitute complete paths (if the artificial edge facility is using several of these methods to control softfrom terminal vertex to start vertex is ignored for these ware complexity is encouraging.
